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Wiki Gardening




various things that may need some wiki gardening during the edit cycle in 201302. Departure points can be found at recent edits and http://lib.fo.am/resilients/start?idx=resilients


	 update the blog entries & archive → archive


	 clarify author links. c.f alkan, natbor or dougald hine → is this still necessary when we are going to link to the “people” page of the resilients site?


	 clarify team and/or contributor links/profiles at http://resilients.org/people


	 url rewriting for resilients.org/wiki → libarynth.org/resilients/


	 should we do anything more with the blog archive?


	 links and authors for the spanish pages i.e. notas_del_bosque, caminando and cosas_importantes 


	 etc+






a few specific pages that could do with more attention:


	 Coralie's pages (could also be renamed?)

	 starting point/overview which should link to the vatious other pages → debrouillardise_et_coquetterie


	 contacted_archive_centers_for_resilient_wwii_textiles


	 sidenotes_historical_readings_wii_-_tex_-_resilience


	 some_notes_on_my_personal_methodological_approach


	 from_the_perspective_of_clothing_as_a_resistance_strategy





	 flotilla debrief and other meeting notes…


	 how_to_eat_wild - needs the 'how to eat wild' notes from the gora hike (via theun and/or shell and/or uros) -nik  


	 scenario_workshop_201205


	 sinuni_workshop – merge this with sinuni?


	 the_peregrini


	 participant list for saints_and_venerative_places_workshop


	 image credits for scenario symphony and from pan to panarchy (see email from amo)
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orphan pages as of 20120307




(via orphan_pages but not automatically updated .. .)
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